
FREE ONLINE SUMMIT 

Attachment: The Key to Effective Trauma Treatment 

A clinician’s guide to helping clients trust you, 

themselves & the therapeutic process 

30-31 May 2023 from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM AEST 

$1,179.39 Value 

REGISTER TODAY — COMPLETELY FREE! 

Can't attend live? Register anyway for 14-day free access to the training! 

CPD hours and Clinical Trauma Professional Certification (CCTP) are available with an optional 

upgrade. Register for more information. 

 

Create the Foundation for Safe, Effective Trauma Resolution... And Get the Education 

Required to Become a Certified Clinical Trauma Professional! 

With some trauma clients, you can use everything you’ve learned… Apply your best skills and 

strategies... Even your lived experience... 

And yet something is missing. 

They want to get better. You want them to get better. But nothing seems to work. 

The truth is, you can try any approach with these clients, but if you do NOT address their wounded 

attachment, they will never feel safe enough to fully engage... 

Because, as Dr Sue Johnson found in her decades of attachment science research and clinical 

practice, a lack of secure attachment undermines trust. 

Without trust in the therapy room, even your most heroic efforts will fail. 

However, wounded attachment can be so subtle that it’s difficult for both you and your client to 

recognise. 

That’s why world-renowned researcher and clinician Sue Johnson will lead eight premier 

trauma and attachment experts, including Dr Kevin Keith, Dr Pam Stavropoulos, and others... 

To share with you their evidence-based treatment strategies to identify and work with those 

subtle attachment wounds that undermine therapy... 

Including EFIT, CBT, IFS, Somatic interventions, Gottman Method Couples Therapy, Family Systems 

Therapy, and more! 

Register today—COMPLETELY FREE—to discover how to integrate this key element into your 

practice so you know exactly what to do to help your most challenging trauma clients heal. 

https://catalogue.pesi.com.au/sales/au_s_001734_keytoeffective_psymattersasia-643905


Plus, you’ll end this free training with the education you need to become a Certified Clinical 

Trauma Professional (CCTP)*! 

This unique opportunity for free attachment-based trauma treatment methods may not come 

again… 

And at no cost, you’ve got nothing to lose! 

Dr Sue Johnson’s research reveals that secure attachment positively affects all areas of our life, 

creating safety and resilience. 

That’s why our goal in this free online summit is to give you attachment-focused skills and tools 

to help clients feel safe, secure, and at peace beyond trauma. 

Designed for Psychologists, Counsellors, Psychotherapists, Social Workers, Couples Therapists, 

and Mental Health Professionals, this summit will reveal how to: 

▪ Confidently use an attachment-focused approach to create a safe foundation for trauma 

work. 

▪ Know where to start the healing with your client and then map their needs. 

▪ Inform and guide your client so they understand their feelings and challenges. 

▪ Apply clear interventions to keep your client moving on their healing journey. 

▪ And much more! 

"I think there's a revolution happening with attachment science, and I 

actually think it can revolutionise not just how we parent our kids; how 

we connect with our partners; how we create our families; but how we 

do psychotherapy."   

~ Susan Johnson, ED.D.g 

 

When you register you get access to: 

▪ 2 days of live expert-led training (Click here for detailed event schedule)  

▪ The complete set of course materials 

▪ On-demand access to the recording for 14 days 

▪ Exclusive access to live Q&A with the experts 

▪ The education required to become a Certified Clinical Trauma Professional (CCTP) 

▪ The opportunity to secure lifetime access to the training, which also includes a bonus 

training AND CCTP application for free (US$99.99 value) (Register for all the details!) 
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